# Keywords for Basic Operations in Math

## Addition (+)
- ADD
- SUM
- PLUS
- TOTAL
- IN ALL
- ALTOGETHER
- INCREASED BY
- COMBINED
- JOINED
- TOGETHER
- AND
- JOIN
- TALLY

## Subtraction (-)
- DIFFERENCE
- COMPARE
- TAKE AWAY
- LEFT OVER
- HOW MANY MORE
- REMAIN
- EXCEED
- FEWER
- MORE
- EXCEED
- DEDUCT
- DECREASE
- MINUS
- HOW MUCH SMALLER, LARGER, ETC

## Multiplication (x, *)
- TIMES
- MULTIPLIED BY
- FACTOR
- PRODUCT
- AREA
- MULTIPLY

## Division (÷, /)
- SHARE
- DISTRIBUTED AMONG
- SHARED EQUALLY
- QUOTIENT
- DIVIDE
- EACH
- HALF, THIRDS, ETC